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TWO WORDS BEGINNING WITH ‘N’ thread their way through this Newsletter ‘Normal’, and ‘Neighbourly’.
‘Normal’, as in having a day out, taking on a creative activity, picking strawberries. ‘Neighbourly’
as in giving up time to be of use to others, laying on a tasty barbecue, offering all sorts of other
acts of kindness.
But a certain stability is necessary for these two ‘Ns’ to apply – something which is compromised
when a person has no home base to operate from.
This is where The Haven comes in, providing the vital support needed to turn another ‘N’ –
that awful and often chaotic sense of having nothing and going nowhere – into confidence that a
life which once may have felt lost can become new and exciting, especially as the time
approaches for a resident to be ready to move on and establish a home of their own.
‘Creating Change’ is the name given by the national organisation Homeless Link to a new
three-year strategy, launched at its annual conference in July. Its vision: that everyone should
have a place to call home, and – vitally – the support they need to keep it. The emphasis
throughout their report draws upon the willingness of all agencies involved making a concerted,
joined-up effort to prevent the scourge of homelessness.
This attitude has taken time to evolve.
But as we said in our last newsletter, there are people in positions of authority in this country
who are in no doubt that an end to homelessness is both achievable and within sight. Let’s wish
them well, and endorse the end of homelessness in any way we can.
At The Haven everyone’s spirits are raised when someone is able to move on. For a homeless
person to be able to regain a belief in their normality, and the capability to be a good neighbour
themselves, is a triumph indeed.
A recent trip undertaken by some staff and residents from The Sanctuary (Hitchin project) to
Wales proved, literally, to be quite a mountain to climb. How did they make out? What did it
take to make that journey from a down-to-earth “here” to the summit of “there” and, with it, a
sense of getting a bit closer to their goal of independence? Let’s find out.

OUT AND ABOUT - 1

Kayla, from The Sanctuary, reports: ‘Following community support and donations we were
able to organise a trip for the Hitchin hostel to Wales to climb Mount Snowdon, 1,085 metres
above sea level and the highest point in the British Isles outside the Scottish Highlands. We took
a small group of residents with boots kindly lent to them from Countryside Ski, Stevenage,
and TKR Travel provided transport and a walking guide.’ All made it to the top, staying the
night at a youth hostel and enjoying sunny stops in the local villages on the way home.
‘Everyone had a really great time and we were all very proud of the residents for their
determination and perseverance,’ says Kayla. Here’s what the residents who took part said:
D: ‘The scenery was really cool. It felt great when we eventually got to the top and although it
was wet, windy and foggy I felt like I had achieved something great.’
C: ‘When we got back to the hostel after the climb it felt great and I had a sense of achievement.
The climb itself was not hard but it was longer than I’ve ever done and the weather made it really
challenging. I wanted to get to the top before anyone else so I was in front most of the way up.
I would definitely recommend it.’
M: ‘The views in Wales were amazing. The drive and the walk all provided a lot to see and I
really enjoyed it. It was great to have a change from the normal routine of the hostel and I really
look forward to other activities.

OUT AND ABOUT – 2
CAMBRIDGE
WAS
THE
DESTINATION when, in late May, a
group of residents (Stevenage hostel) led
by volunteer Cara Turner set off to
explore Cambridge on an art trip,
beginning
with
the
Fitzwilliam
Museum’s Italian Renaissance paintings
and Egyptian sarcophagi.

Volunteer Cara (above right), who devised and led the trip, reports: ‘One resident was
particularly interested in studying the various depictions of the baby Jesus in the gallery
showing Italian Art 1301-1600 – as artists struggled to convey an all-powerful baby, there
are some quite strange expressions to be seen!’ Then there was Bruegel the Younger’s
painting of a village: it was compared to “Where’s Wally!” After lunch in a local church
café they headed for the historic centre of the city of dreaming spires where King’s
College Chapel proved a favourite spot, together with the Corpus Clock, a huge gold
timepiece outside Corpus Christi College featuring a strange monster “eating” time.

‘Many adults feel art is not for them because they “can’t draw”, writes Cara who
established Art & Crafts sessions at the Haven in early spring this year. Well, this was
soon to be turned on its head, with Cara coming up with a weekly theme, ranging from
still life painting to air-drying clay. A highlight was the papier mache competition with
residents creating and decorating 3-D pieces. ‘From the outset residents began bringing
their own skills and inspiration,’ says Cara, resulting in a gallery of work displayed in the
dining room. ‘I look forward to taking another art trip in the future.’ Cara is open to
suggestions about location. Any ideas?
****************************************************************************

OUT AND ABOUT 3: STRAWBERRIES FOR TEA?
A SPUR OF THE MOMENT
SUMMER IDEA came to fruition (sorry)
in July when this group of staff and
residents took off to Gravely Fruit Farm and came back with some tasty items …

OUT AND ABOUT 4: ANYONE FOR A BARBECUE?

ON THE VERY DAY which might have seen England compete in the final of the World
Cup, the Elim Church community (such loyal supporters of The Haven) laid on a
sumptuous West Indian barbecue.
Residents, trustees, staff and volunteers were all invited, along with the local community
who provided free food and drinks and also prizes for games. It was wonderful. Thank
you, Elim Church, thank you very much.

***************************************************************************

NOW FOR THAT BIT OF NECESSARY WEEDING
HOW ABOUT THIS FOR NEIGHBOURLINESS? Here are MBDA staff rolling up
their sleeves on behalf of The Haven on a very hot day in July. The Stevenage firm describes
itself as the only European group to design and produce missiles and missile systems for all three
branches of the armed services, but it has an entirely peace-making mission as well: its employeeled Charity Challenge committee offers volunteering opportunities to staff. The side garden at
The Haven was in desperate need of serious attention, so resident Noel made a start before the
MBDA team arrived. And what a difference they made – creating a new look which reflects a
home rather than a hostel, as you can see. Great thanks for a very professional job done to Will
Looker, Lee Worbey, Neil Shelford, Harry Ives-Keeler, Cameron Ali and Humza Sohail,
led by Lee Peacock, who spent some hours digging out out weeds, saving plants we wanted to
keep, then laying a membrane and adding shingle and plants as a finishing touch.

Great job, guys. Many, many thanks.
***************************************************************************************

AND THEN THERE WAS STEVENAGE DAY
Visitors to the Haven’s stall at this annual event in June, attracting some 30,000 visitors, included
Steven McParland, MP for Stevenage, Ugonna (Ugo) Umunnakwe, the seventh Stevenage Youth
major, the current Mayor of Stevenage, Cllr Margaret Notley and Cllr Laurie Chester. It was a
great opportunity to show-case what The Haven is about and invite enquiries about
volunteering. The hot air balloon didn’t take off on the day, but who needs hot air when there is
so much to celebrate in real terms during an event like this? Date for the diary: Sunday June 9,
2019, which will be the 60th year of Stevenage Day.

WINNERS OF THE HOMELESS WORLD CUP – THE HAVEN

Here they are, and what a team they were! Plus, according to tradition, they won on penalties!
(Gareth Southgate, please note.)
So. On a sunny day in May, seven teams travelled to the County Ground, Letchworth, in a battle
for the cup: Stevenage Haven of both Stevenage and Hitchin hostels (including staff, male
residents and resident Sabrina); New Hope, a shelter based in Watford; Jimmy’s, a Cambridge
shelter; Challengers FC, a team based in St Albans formed of Syrian refugees and young adults
from other countries; plus teams from Hitchin Ladies FC and Hitchin Ability Counts.
Captains began by drawing the name of a country competing in the World Cup in Russia which
would become the country they represented in the tournament. It all kicked off after a parade of
the teams, each led by a mascot from the Hitchin Town U6 squad who stayed to cheer them on.

Beatrice from Hertfordshire FA reported: The matches were competitive and played to a high
standard. Many in the crowd commented on the quality of some of the players. Food after the
tournament also provided a platform on which to talk at length about football, and some friendly
matches were even organised between teams.’
It was win-win, then for all, then, thanks to the efforts of organiser Marc Campbell, Sports
Mentor at The Haven. Thanks as well to volunteers Caroline, Rosa and Laura who went
along to support.
****************************************************************************************

FINALLY: MEET FRANKIE PACKARD, PROJECT MANAGER
ONE DAY, OUT OF THE BLUE, a
lady who lived nearby said to Frankie
Packard (then a taxi driver): ‘I work at
The Haven and I think you would be
just to sort of person for them’.
Intrigued, Frankie went along and
decided to become a volunteer. She has
never looked back. That was 20 years
ago, when The Haven was in Frobisher
Drive, Stevenage and there were no
lunch time shifts, only evenings - which
suited her at the time. She felt an
immediate affinity for the place. ‘I
wanted something that felt “normal”,
not having to take my taxi out nights
and weekends.’
It was to become far more than a
matter of volunteering, as she was soon
to find out. When a member of staff
was on sick leave, Frankie stood in –
and stayed. She hasn’t looked back,
becoming an employee 18 years ago and
eventually Project Manager, overseeing
all staff, and, importantly, supporting
them, particularly when they are feeling
raw.

‘Staff can find themselves absorbing the pressure and sadness of some of our clients and they
need to know that they can unload and that I understand,’ says Frankie. She also works to ensure
that there is fair access at The Haven. And she manages all aspects of the building.
Her central mission on behalf of clients is to maintain the momentum that will ensure every
resident is given the opportunity to move on and live independently. ‘We don’t want people to
stay here forever. We want them to be able to do things that make their lives normal again –

things that make life good.’ And that’s more than just learning how to manage personal finance,
paying bills, making job applications and facing their own demons, as you can see from the
reports in this Newsletter.
Frankie has seen much change during her time at The Haven, ranging from the third incarnation
of the hostel itself (the current 40-bed building stands next door to the old building in
Ditchmore Lane, Stevenage, which was in use for some years after Frobisher Drive) – to shifting
attitudes towards homeless and The Haven’s own place in the local community.
The majority of The Haven’s clients, she says, do not have good family networks, a fact that can
make the road towards independence harder. ‘This is not necessarily to blame their families, but
sometimes helping to build bridges does help to get back to a loving family relationship. You
don’t have to live with them – just to know they are there.’ Frankie herself is a person who
knows first-hand a thing or two about the value of families – she is close to her four children and
thirteen grandchildren.
Speaking of values, she lists two she considers absolutely vital to the success of The Haven:
having a good staff team, and being part of a working network of local agencies who deal, in one
way or another, with homelessness. ‘We could not function without a good understanding of
clients’ needs,’ she explains. ‘Once upon a time The Haven was regarded as a bad place – a place
where bad people went. Gradually, over time, we’ve built up a trust with other agencies, who
now look to us for advice. They work with us, and rely on us, and we have a very good standing
with them.’ This may in part be down to a change in attitude towards homelessness itself: ‘I
think people are becoming more understanding of it. Now they appreciate that it is often to do
with misfortune of one sort or another. After all, we are all just a couple of pay days from
homelessness.’
Thinking ahead, Frankie says her first concern is that there will always be enough funding to
keep The Haven going. Hot on its heels is the hope that a new building will be provided for The
Sanctuary at Hitchin, which badly needs it. ‘I would love to see that - to help that side of the
county.’
Her concern about one basic impediment standing in the way of relieving homelessness is
simple: ‘There is just no accommodation out there. In reality we have 40 or so people staying
here who could be doing just as well be in bedsits. But they don’t exist, and most people are
looking at shared accommodation when they leave here. My sadness is for what’s going to
happen to the children of today. How will they make their families if they haven’t got homes of
their own?’ Her immediate energy, though, goes into ‘that steady movement which keeps rolling
on to give everyone the chances they need to move on’.
The commitment Frankie felt from the time she was a volunteer all those years ago has not
dimmed at all – in fact it has intensified. ‘It’s been the most wonderful journey that anyone can
have, and I don’t want it to end. No, it is not just a job.’

****************************************************************************************

